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Simbiots

Integral project
on unification
artificial intelligence (AI) and 
virtual 3D consultants with 
reliable blockchain protection



Areas of application
Simbiots features

Sales Education Services Sport
Virtual
consultants
and promoters

Teachers
in universities and 
teachers in schools

Operators
call centers
and sales people

Coaches
in corporate
training centers



We use the GPT-3 neural network 
to generate text

GPT-3 algorithm Machine
educationcan perform

various tasks
on processing
human speech

allows you to generate
texts similar
to human

First step
to the creation of AGI

AGI allows partial
perform tasks,
which people decide



To create realistic avatars we use

MetaHuman Creator

Animation in Unreal Engine
allows you to create
realistic people's faces and 
create natural facial expressions 
and movements

Wide range of settings
provides opportunities to create a 
unique avatar in a short time



Used to protect your account blockchain 
verification

Cryptographic me
allow reliable
protect personal data
account owner

Account verification
stops fraud, helped restore access to 
your account

Deepfake problem
prevented by using verification



You can watch
Simbiots features
right now

The symbiote can express thoughts 
clearly and clearly, like a human

Simbiots



Simbiots opens up limitless possibilities 
for a new form of life

Blockchain DNA authentication Creation and Tuning Center
Your symbiote will be verified in the 
blockchain network using your DNA 
biometric data

In our center we will not only create your copy, 
but also teach it your skills and habits

Multisymbiotes Immortal life
You will be able to work in several areas 
at once thanks to different avatars

After you leave, the symbiote will be able to 
continue your life's work



Synthetic people
canwork for you

mbiots introduces a new type 
of outstaffing to the market - 
outstaffing of synthetic humans



ZeroGravity Foundation provides 
financial, management and marketing 
support to the project

ZeroGravity Foundation is a decentralized venture fund and 
an international aggregator of digital, innovative and 
blockchain technologies

You can purchase shares of the project through the purchase 
of tokens from the ZeroGravity Found fund

zerogravity.foundation


